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New Space Creator
ABOUT US：

Samekom (Foshan) Door Cooperation is a private enterprise which is professional of

manufacturing and processing eco-door series products. Samekom’s headquarter is in

Nanhai District, Foshan City. Samekom is a leading Chinese interior door manufacture with

complete and scientific quality management system. With the creative design and deep

understanding of modern trends, we treat every customer sincerely and enthusiastically

and pay attention to every details. In order to build an elegant and comfortable living

environment to our customers, we design simple fashion and reasonable structure series of

products with modern home decoration concept. Our mission is to create the most valuable

eco-door brand in China. We promise to give you brand, taste and quality as Samekom is

new space creator.

Samekom is relying on resources advantage of Foshan which is the Chinese Aluminum

capital. We put quality on the first position and dare to break through production and

technology bottleneck. Combined eastern and western modeling design, we use the

advanced high-tech production facility, fining production process and skilled experts to be

the solid guarantee of product quality. Samekom eco-door has the features of anti-scratch,

anti-moth, moisture-proof, anti-cracking, environmental conservation, no deformation,

easy assemble& disassemble, DIY available, etc. The products are widely used at home, in

the office, recreational area and public area interior decoration.

Samekom is committed to creating a leading eco-door brand, leading the popular

trends and pushing the development of “Pure Green Living” and establishment of

ecological society. Samekom provides you a solution of “Green Living Home”.
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Product Specification:

Door frame:Aluminum alloy(thickness:1.0-1.2),

Door core:Aluminum honey comb(thickness:1.0mm),

Door panel:High quality Soundproof and waterproof melamine

panel,with no paint treatment.

Features :Eco friendly /Soundproof/Waterproof/Moisture-proof/Mot

h-proof/Scratch-proof/Easy and fast

Installation&disassembly/Also can stand super dry /wet area .

Usage:Residential(House/Villa)/Commercial(Office/Edifice)/Enterta

inment/Public places(Hotel/Hospital/School/Apartment)

Performance parameter:
Performance Standard

Sound insulation RW≥28dB
Wind pressure resistance Third class (GB/T7106)
Air permeation resistance Third class (GB/T7108)

Water resistance third class (GB/T7108)
Fireproof panel GB-14101-93
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Certificate:
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PA0901 PA09-0301-23 PC0103

PA1303 PA0107 PA0235
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PA0103 PA0204 PA0304-23

PC0145 PA0146 PA0946
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PC0106 PC0109 PD0310-23

PA0111 PA0312-10 PA0113
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PA0114 PA0515-16 PA0116

PA1320 PA0318-23 PA0119
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PA0320-23 PC0121 PD0622

PA0123 PA0124 PB0137
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PB0121 PA0140 PA0131

PA0133 PA0134 PD1431
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PA0250 PA0151 PA1352

PA0247 PA0148 PA0149
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Door Frame Style:
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Door leaf structure:
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Door leaf styles:
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Hinges&Handle

Door Style:


